
For the Board Meeting of:  2/10/2022   

Executive Summary 

For the month of January the guys were off the road due to the Covid situation in the 

province and locally. We took this opportunity to work on some virtual inspections and 

create some excellent cross-training presentations. Shortly we will have training material 

completed on the following: oil tanks, water loss, electrical (this is a very large one), 

construction types all lines, Douglas agricultural evaluator, e2value property evaluator 

and “follow the policy” through our department. Our current back log sits at 1632. Our 

guys are returning to full inspections. 

Update on Major Goal(s) 

Cross-training continues and I hope to soon lead by example with all of our power point 

presentations nearing completion. New inspection system testing phase confirmed 

coming soon. The ESG Environment goal is not started as of yet. 

Looking Ahead 

Inspectors returned to full on-site inspections starting the week of Feb 1. They of course 

will be wearing PPE when indoors and continue performing self-tests twice a week. They 

have also been reminded to respect any reluctance to inspection due to Covid 

concerns. The new inspection system is on the horizon. I have had conversations with 

two people from FarmRe regarding some technical and what stage the new system is 

at. They are currently creating generic inspection forms with several improvements from 

our current system in mind. They have indicated that I will be receiving access to a test 

site and be able to start reviewing these forms for input within the next few weeks. I now 

have some numbers to look over with respect to contracting out inspections and will be 

looking these over in the upcoming weeks.   

Respectfully Submitted, 

Bryce Clarke 

“We make a difference in our communities.” 

We are proud of the communities we are part of.  We go out of our way to support them and make a 
lasting difference. 

 



 

 


